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Duration: 4 days, 3 nights

The price refers to: person

Program:

DAY 1 - BOLOGNA PERUGIA
Meeting with tour leader in Bologna and departure by motor coach to Umbria and Perugia, the region's capital
city of art and history, beautifully situated between the Tiber Valley and Lake Trasimeno. Upon 'arrival climb by
minimetro to the rocca, the heart of the historic center, enclosed by Etruscan and medieval walls. Guided tour
of the city: the Palazzo dei Priori, now home to the Town Hall and the Umbrian National Gallery; the Fontana
Maggiore, symbol of the city and admirable example of sculpture, executed by the brothers Nicola and
Giovanni Pisano in 1280; the Cathedral of San Lorenzo, dating from the mid-14th century. Visit the NobleCollege
of Change, former home of bankers and money changers, a veritable treasure chest. The Salone delle Udienze
houses a cycle of frescoes by Pietro Perugino, a masterpiece by the artist at the height of his career in the late
15th century. At the end of the visit time at leisure in the city center. We suggest a stop at one of Perugia's
historic pastry shops to enjoy one of the chocolate specialties or a visit to the Umbrian National Gallery inside
the Palazzo dei Priori. For the Oct. 14 and 21 departure: opportunity to visit the Eurochocolate booths in Perugia.
Hotel accommodation. Dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: ASSISI
Breakfast at the hotel. In the morning departure for Assisi, listed by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site because
it "holds a collection of masterpieces of human creative genius." Each stone speaks of its most distinguished
citizen, St. Francis, Patron Saint of Italy. The visit, amid art and spirituality, begins at the Basilica of St. Mary of
the Angels, which houses the "Portiuncula," the place where St. Francis died: left abandoned for a long time, it
was restored by Francis himself upon his return to Assisi in late 1207. Continue to the center where you will
admire the Basilica of St. Francis with the Saint's tomb and the splendid frescoes by Giotto and his School.
Walking through the alleys, one reaches the Church of St. Clare with the relics of the saint and the wooden
crucifix that, according to tradition, spoke to St. Francis. Free lunch. In the afternoon, time at leisure and the
possibility of participating in an excursion (optional and at extra charge) to San Damiano and the Hermitage of
the Carceri, places of extraordinary beauty, where St. Francis and his friars used to retire in prayer and
meditation. Dinner at a farmhouse to enjoy the flavors of Umbrian cuisine. Overnight.
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DAY 3: SPELLO - SPOLETO - MARMORE WATERFALL
Breakfast at the hotel. The day is devoted to visiting some of Umbria's most beautiful cities. First visit to Spello,
an ancient medieval village on the slopes of Mount Subasio, among the most beautiful in Italy. Visit the
Baglioni Chapel inside the Collegiate Church of Santa Maria Maggiore, famous for a cycle of frescoes by
Pinturicchio dating from 1500 and Deruta ceramic floors. Continuation to Spoleto. Guided tour of the town: the
Roman Theater, the Mauri Palace, the Church of St. Ansanus and the Arch of Drusus. Free lunch. In the
afternoon we reach the Marmore Falls, a natural spectacle of incredible beauty, listed by UNESCO as a World
Heritage Site. Praised over the centuries for its beauty, it appears as a roaring column of water spread over
three jumps of more than 165 meters in height. Walk along one of the park's trails. In the evening return to the
hotel. Dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 4: PERUGIA - GUBBIO - BOLOGNA.
Breakfast at the hotel. Depart in the direction of Gubbio, one of the oldest towns in Umbria, on the slopes of
Mount Ingino. Guided tour of the historic center with the Piazza Grande, a veritable terrace overlooking the
city, the Palazzo dei Consoli with its unmistakable crenellated profile, the Cathedral and the Renaissance-style
Ducal Palace ordered by Federico da Montefeltro. Free lunch. In the afternoon, departure in the direction of
Bologna. In the evening return to the starting location.

Il tour include:
Roundtrip travel by GT coach Accommodation in four-star hotels in double rooms with private facilities HALF
BOARD treatment from dinner on the 1st day to breakfast on the last day Guided tours as scheduled
Companion for the duration of the trip

Nel tour non è compreso:
Registration fee Shuttle service to the starting location. Shuttle service is available at more than 190 departure
locations; contact the agency if you wish to take advantage of this service for availability and cost. From Eur
39.00 to Eur 79.00 per person Meals not explicitly stated in the program Drinks with meals Entrance fees to
exhibitions, museums and sites (entrance fees for Collegio del Cambio, Basilica of San Francesco, Baglioni
Chapel, Marmore Falls: € 25.00 per person. Indicative fee and subject to reconfirmation) Optional excursion to
the Hermitage of the Prisons in San Damiano Extras in general and anything not specifically mentioned under
"The fees include"
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A journey of discovery of Umbria known as the "Green Heart of Italy." Its views, scenic and natural, are unique enough to
surprise artists such as Goethe, Stendhal and Byron. It is hard to say which town is the most beautiful among Assisi,
Perugia, Spello, Gubbio or Spoleto: what is certain is that no one will be disappointed by the charm of these villages
magnificently suspended in time and surrounded by nature.

In cooperation with Caldana Europe Travel Tour Operator.


